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Defining “digital analytics”

Digital analytics is the analysis of qualitative and quantitative data from your 

business and the competition to drive a continual improvement of the online 

experience that your customers and potential customers have which translates to 

your desired outcomes (both online and offline).



Measuring outcomes 

In the online world, there are five common business objectives:

● Ecommerce sites - sell products or services.

● Lead generation sites - collect user information for sales teams to connect with 

potential leads.

● Content publishers - encourage engagement and frequent visitation.

● Online informational or support sites - helping users find the information they 

need at the right time is of primary importance.

● Branding - drive awareness, engagement and loyalty. ob responsibilities.



Ecommerce

● Established online revenue generating 

models.

● Digital sales revenue

● Selling of products & services online



Lead generation sites 

● Using the web for on- and offline lead 

generation

● Often initial ‘qualification’ done on the 

web where information can be input, 

processed, and a result output which 

is then processed either on- or offline

● At its simplest can be signing up for a 

regular e-mail pertaining to a specific 

subject



Content publishers 

● One party (merchant) pays another 

party (intermediary or referrer) for leads

● commission-based, usually %age of 

product sale price or a fixed price per 

lead

● Can be other forms of commission



Online informational or support sites 

● sell ad space on website, in search 

engines, in e-mails, etc.

● ‘monetise’ your web presence by 

featuring advertising

● needs to be relevant, proportionate, 

supportive of your brand, etc. –

usual considerations about 

advertising



Branding

● Drive awareness

● Increase engagement

● Promote loyalty.



Macro and micro conversions

● A main conversion occurs when someone completes an action that’s important 

to your business. For example, if you’re an ecommerce company, the most 

important macro conversion is usually a transaction.

● A secondary conversion is also an important action, but it does not 

immediately contribute to your bottom line. It’s usually an indicator that a user 

is moving towards a macro conversion. 



First Exercise 

● Think about your business or one you are familiar with and write what kind of 

objectives the main objective.



GA Elements



Navigating to your reports

● Selecting and comparing date ranges

● Using the time graph (make annotation)



Date range



Changing the data view option



Normal View



Pie Chart



Horizontal Bar Chart



Comparison Chart



googlemerchandisestore.com



Key metrics and dimensions

● Dimensions - describe characteristics of your users, their sessions and actions

● Metrics - These are simply the quantitative measurements of users, sessions 

and actions. Metrics are numerical data. They’re numbers. There are more than 

230 (!) metrics and dimensions you can choose from 



Dimensions 

● Dimensions describe the data. They are the labels in the rows of your reports. 

Think of a dimension as describing the “what,” as in “what keyword did they 

use” or “what city is the visitor from” or “what pages were viewed.”

● A dimension of your users is their geographic location.

● And a dimension of an action a user takes on your site could be the name of 

the page they viewed.



Metrics

● Metrics measure the data. Metrics are elements about a dimension that can be 

measured. Think of a metric as answering “how many” or “how long,” as in 

“how many visits” or “how long a visitor was on the site.” They count the, for 

example: 

● total number of users on a website or app.

● average number of pages users see during a session on your website.



Metrics Examples

● Visitors (Users) -The metric called “visitors” or “users” measures the number of unique users that visit your site during 

a certain time period. 

● Visits (Sessions), are defined as a period of consecutive activity by the same user. 

● Time based metrics “visit duration” or “time on page”  or “events”

● Bounce rate -is the percentage of sessions with only one user interaction.



Audience reports

● The Audience section of Google Analytics is full of information to help you 

understand characteristics about your users.

● This includes information about their geographic location or the type of device 

they use to access your site.



The Location report



The Location report



The Location report



RACE

● Which city has the highest number of 

visits?

● What would be another metric to 

consider in analyzing in the Location 

Report?



The Mobile reports



RACE

● Which device has the highest 

number of conversions?

● Comparing this month versus 

same period last year, what do 

you notice?



Acquisition reports

● The Acquisition section helps you understand how people find your website or 

app. 

● These reports are valuable because they can help any business understand 

their investment in digital marketing. 



Acquisition - Overview

● Google Analytics automatically 

recognizes several predefined 

channels



Acquisition - Overview

• Quality of the Traffic each channel delivers

• Which channel keep users on the site

• Which channel converts best



Acquisition - Overview

• Quality of the Traffic each channel delivers

• Which channel keep users on the site

• Which channel converts best



Bounce Rate

The percentage of visitors to a 

particular website who navigate 

away from the site after viewing 

only one page.



RACE

● Which marketing channel has the 

highest bounce rate?

● Which marketing channel show the 

highest revenue?



Segmenting by Source and Medium

● Source: the origin of your traffic, such as a 

search engine (for example, google) or a domain 

(example.com).

● Medium: the general category of the source, for 

example, organic search (organic), cost-per-click 

paid search (cpc), web referral (referral).



The Referring Traffic

● When someone clicks on a 

hyperlink to go to a new 

page on a different website,

● Analytics tracks the click as 

a referral visit to the second 

site. The originating site isn

called a “referrer” because 

it refers traffic from one 

place to the next.



RACE

● You have £500K marketing budget, how would you split your investment to 

maximize the return.



Behavior reports

● The Behaviour section is about how your users interact with your website. This 

section includes everything from what content people look at to how users 

flow between pages or screens.



The All Pages report



The Landing Pages report

The Landing Pages report lists all of the pages through which people entered your site



RACE

Chose two elements of the 

RACE framework, then which 

metric of the Behavior Report 

will you user to analyse them?



The Site Search reports

Understand how users 
interact with your internal 
site search

Goldmine of information on 
what products/ services 
users want

How frequently do they 
search?

Are they satisfied with the 
results they get?

Where do most of the 
searches begin on my site?



Thank you


